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PREFACE

This work was initiated during teaching of an introductory course on
information
system analysis and design for students in computer
and
information sciences. The well known text by W.Ross Ashby, Introduction to
Cybernetics, was used as one of the components of the course. It was obvious
that cybernetical machines could be demonstrated by computer simulations and
thus the ASHBY program was designed.
The ASHBY Machine program is a general program which can simulate most of the
machines discussed by Ashby in his text. It is available on a disk with this
manual.
The purpose of this work is threefold. First, as a supplement to Ashby's
Introduction to provide a computer-based work-bed for studying the basic
principles of cybernetical machines. In addition, this text is prepared in
such a way that it can be used by students already knowledgeable in basic
cybernetical principles from other sources. Second, to demonstrate that many
of the problems raised as well as the solutions provided in cybernetics and
system analysis and design, are related. Third, to form a part in a more
ambitious work to compare and survey different approaches to information
system theory, methods and tools.
The project has been carried out as part of my ordinary research duties at the
University of Bergen. I received a grant from the Norwegian Research Council
for collecting literature on and information about system work. I wish to
express my thanks to both organizations.
I am also grateful to Associate Professor Joan C. Nordbotten, University
Bergen, for her advice and comments during numerous discussions.
Bergen,
Svein Nordbotten
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1. BASIC CONCEPTS AND THEORY
1.1 Machines

A machine, in the context of cybernetics, is an abstract concept which refers
to a real or imaginary model of a system, area or phenomenon we want to study.
The purpose of constructing a machine is to express the system under study in
a standardized representation. The machine will be composed of a number of
operands related to each other by transitions. Very frequently the system of
study will be large and complicated, and impossible to specify in detail
because of it numerous components. We will therefore make simplifications by
including
only
the more important components and relations
in our
specification of a machine.
The machines discussed in this work are considered at discrete points of time.
A machine is described at any point of time by its current state. The interval
between to adjacent time points is called a time step. The behavior of a
machine is described in a State diagram which gives the machine's states for
a sequence of time points.
A machine can be powered to make jumps or longer steps. The state diagrams for
a powered machine will be less detailed than that of the same but unpowered
machine.

1.2 Operands, transforms, and transitions.
The basic entities in a system are conceived to be operands and transitions.
An operand is associated with a state expressed as a numeric value at each
point of time. The sets of operands and transforms may be completely or partially
overlapping.
A transition is the activity changing the value of an operand from one point
of time to another and when it is necessary to make a distinction, the operand
is refered to as the transform after the transition. The transition may be
considered as a function of the values of several operands. The transitions
considered in this work are all linear and homogeneous and expressed by
transition coefficients. The value of a transform is thus determined by the
values of the related operands at the previous point of time multiplied by
given constants:

N
transform[i] := SUM a[i , j]*operand[ j]
where the index i indicates an arbitrary operand in the machine and the index
j refers to the individual members of the set of N operands in the machine.

1.3 Transformations
Let the set of operands at time point t be q[j,t], j=l..N, and the subsequent
set of transforms at time point t+1 be r[i,t+l], 1=1..M. The transition effect
for q[i,t] on r[j,t+l] is expressed by the coefficient a[i,j], 1=1..M, and
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j=l..N. The coefficients a[i,j] are assumed to be invariant over time.
The ordered sets of operands and transforms are expressed by the vectors
Q[t]=(q[l,t]..q[N,t]),
and R[t+l]=(r[l,t+l]..r[M,t+l]), respectively. The
matrix of transitions is described by the matrix A=(a[j,i]) where each column
of A corresponds to an element of the Q vector and each row to an element of
the R vector. The matrix A is called the transformation for the machine
considered.
A machine is described by the matrix equation
R[t+l]=A*Q[t]

where

the

t=0..T.

index of time,

t,

runs through the points of a time interval of
is called the initial state which has to be
predetermined in order to let the machine make the first step. If repeated
steps are required, values for the elements of R[t+l] must be assigned to the
elements of vector Q[t+l] before each step.
length

T.

The

vector

Q[0]

If the set of transforms are identical to, or included in, the set of
operands, the transformation is said to be closed. The transformation must be
closed if it is to be used for repeated steps.
If each row of A contains only one non-zero element, the transformation is a
one-to-one transformation, if not it is a many-to-one. Similarly, if only one
element in each column of matrix A is non-zero, the transformation is called
single-valued, if not it is a multi-valued transformation. A single-valued
machine is also called a determinate machine.
If the transformation is multi-valued, the sum of all multipliers in each
column is 1, and the multipliers can be interpreted as probabilities. The
transformation may be Markovian, stochastic, or probabilistic. A probabilistic
transformation can further be interpreted as a set of many determinate
machines and reflects uncertainty in our knowledge about which machine will be
realized in the next step.
Uncertainty can be indicated by quantitative measures in several ways. One
measure which is frequently used in cybernetics is entropy. The uncertainty or
entropy, H[j], associated with the effect of one operand, j, on the set of
transforms, can be expressed by:
M
H[j]= -{SUM p[i,j]*log p[i,j]}
1= 1
where p[i,j], i=l..M and j=l..N, are probabilities and log p[i,j] their
logarithms. Since probabilities satisfy 0<=p[i,j]<=l and their column sum is
equal 1, the product sum must be negative with maximum value 0. A 0 value
is
obtained when the transformation is single valued, i.e. when there is no
uncertainty present. By multiplying the sum with -1, H will be non-negative
and its value will increase with the uncertainty to a maximum. The maximum
uncertainty will depend on the number of transforms in the machine and will be
equal log N.
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In addition to the entropy measure introduced in Ashby,
standard entropy formula:

we shall also use the

St.H[j]:=H[j]/-M*0.5*log 0.5.
This measure of uncertainty is independent of the number of possible
transforms. A St.H=0 indicates as above a situation in which no uncertainty
exists, while a St.H=l indicates that for the given number of possible
transforms, maximum uncertainty exists.

We can further measure the entropy for the whole machine as an average entropy
defined by:
AVGH=

H*Q[t]

where H is the row vector (H[l]..H[N]). The AVGH will be a measure of the
uncertainty
associated with the next step of a machine taking the present
state and the probabilities represented by the transformation matrix into
account. The AVGH will, of course, change from one state to another.
A machine has a state of equilibrium if it, during a finite number of steps,
comes into a state in which it will remain if not disturbed. A state of
equilibrium is characterized by a situation in which a state Q[t] reproduces
itself so that
Q[t+l]=Q[t]
is satisfied. One way to find a possible
state of equilibrium is to
repeat the transformation on the computed transforms until adjacent states do
not differ with more than a preset margin. The number of steps and the final
results may differ from one initial state to another. Given a transformation,
some initial states may result in an equilibrium, others may not. Frequently,
the states are characterized by real values which may move asymptotically
toward the equilibrium. For practical purposes, we may wish to accept a state
as an equilibrium state if all values of the state vector deviate with less
than a specified equilibrium margin, e.g. 1, from the corresponding values of
the state vector after the following step.
The transformations considered are all basically linear. However, in a number
of machines the state vector components are only assumed to attain nonnegative values. It will therefore be useful to be able to define the
following non-linear transitions:

N
SUM a[i, j]*operand[j] ,

if the sum is >=0,

transform[i]:=

0, if the sum is <0.
This is the only form of non-linearity which is considered in this work.
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1.4 Machines with input
Ashby introduces transducers or machines with input as machines
with
alternative transformations. The input is a set of values each associated with
one specific transformation. The machine will behave according to the
transformation specified by the parameter value given to it. A machine with
input may also be considered as a set of machines of which only one is
activated according to the parameter value.
In the Ashby machine introduced in this work, input is represented in the form
of a state vector the elements of which are used as substitutes of the
computed operands in computing the next transform vector. One, several or all
operands may be substituted. This may at a first glance seem to be a limited
type of transducer. However, by a closer look, we will see that it is an
extremely powerful way to introduce external control of the machine.
Let us
input:

take the transition

0*a->T

for a given operand of the state vector with

no

given zero input.

and denote this as the response of the machine to a blank input value for
the corresponding element in the input vector. Further let 0' represent an
alternative operand value for the same element. The machine will act as if:
0'*a->T'
but if 0' is an input parameter and 0 is the operand value,
forced the machine to make the transition:
0*a'->T'

the input

has

given the input 0'.

where a' is the new transition coefficient. By selecting adequate input values
to replace operand values after a step, we can get the machine to act as if it
were a machine which consisted of a set of transformations from which the
desired transformation is determined by the input values.

1.5 Decomposition and coupled machines
A
transformation
may
be
decomposed
into
several
interconnected
transformations. If the decomposition is done in such a way that the matrix is
represented by square submatrices which are located symmetrically around the
diagonal, the decomposition will be called a diagonal decomposition. The
matrices surrounding the diagonal will be closed transformations while the
transformations outside the diagonal are unclosed transformations because they
do not have the same elements from the Q vector as from the R vector. The
former will represent a set of two or more coupled machines with input. Open
transformations will be called channels and represent the transition and
scaling of output from one machine to input for other machines.
The
opposite
process is the integration
of
machines.
Two
closed
transformations, A and B, which can receive input, can be integrated by
constructing a channel transformation matrix, C, with rows corresponding to
the R vector of machine A and columns corresponding to the Q vector of machine
B.
Since
these
two vectors usually have different
elements,
this
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transformation will be an unclosed transformation. Similarly, a channel
transformation, D, can be constructed from the R vector of machine ? B to the
Q vector of machine A. The final result will be a new integrated machine E
with a closed transformation and Q and R vectors obtained by concatenating the
corresponding vectors of the machines being integrated.
If the above integrated set of machines include an empty D machine, machine A
will have an effect on machine B, but B will not have any influence on A.
Machine A is then said to dominate machine B. When both C and D are
represented by non-empty matrices there will be a mutual influence, A will
receive a feedback from B, and B a feedback from A.
The channel machines may be either single-valued or multivalued. A multivalued machine may be probabilistic and express uncertainty or probable
disturbance in the transmission through the channel. A warning should be given
in connection with probabilistic machines. The integrated machine will also be
a probabilistic machine, but obviously the column sums will not be equal to 1
because of the elements of the channel machines.
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2. DESIGN OF MACHINES

The design of a machine, i.e. the process of describing a real system as a
formal cybernetic machine representation, is an art. The design process is the
same process as the one engaged in when a system analysis and design process
is carried out.
Any real system can be described by a number of different cybernetic machines.
Enumeration of the space of potential machine elements will depend on the
analyst's ability to identify and specify elements and is difficult. Given a
specified space of selection, the evaluation and selection of the 'best'
elements for inclusion in the machine will require a set of evaluation
criteria determined by the overall goal of the analysis and a selection
procedure to determine relevant elements with reference to the evaluation
criteria.
Neither the process of machine specification nor the processes of determining
evaluation criteria and element selection can be described by a precise
algorithm. The ways these processes have to be carried out, are typical
examples
of solutions based on heuristic knowledge built up
through
theoretical insight combined with experience. Some general guidance for
machine specification will be given in the subsequent sections of this
chapter. A study of the machines presented in chapter 4 will be a useful
supplement to the advice given in the present chapter.

2.1. Specification of machines
The specification of a machine consists in principle of three steps:
1. Specification of the set of operands/transforms,
2 Specification of the step length, and
3. Specification of the transitions which represent the transformation.
Specification of operands/transforms means preparation of a list of all the
elements by which a machine state can be described. In the machines we
consider in this text, we don't need to distinguish between the operands and
transforms and when there is no danger of misunderstanding, the two terms are
used interchangeably.
The machines we will work with, all change by discrete steps along the time
axis. The specification of the length of the steps determines important
properties of the transformation and in the specification of machines we may
at this stage consider several alternative step lengths.
A transformation is specified by a description how each operand is transformed
to transforms by means of transition coefficients. The transformation may be
single-valued or multi-valued depending on whether each operand transforms
into one single transform or two or more transforms. Frequently, the system
specified as a machine will be considered as a statistical system, and the
transformation will be multi-valued with non-negative transition coefficients
the column sums of which add up to 1. In this case the transition coefficients
may be interpreted as statistical probabilities.
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A transformation may also be characterized as many-to-one
many-to-one transformation will have transforms which
transition
from two or more operands in contrast
transformation which is characterized by transforms which
from one single operand.

or one-to-one. A
may depend on the
to the
one-to-one
all are transitions

The third step in the specification of each alternative machine consists in a
careful specification of the transition matrix by deciding which kind of
transformation best reflects the system to be represented by the machine.
At the end of this process, we will have a number of feasible machines
can be representations of our system.

2.2

which

Selection of the machine

Given a set of alternative machines, which will be the most adequate for the
current problem? The answer is of course that the machine which reflects
important aspects of the problem best also is the best choice. In practice
this means, we will have try to specify the goal of the problem solution, and
identify its important aspects.
We may outline a pseudo-algorithm for determination of evaluation criteria the
following steps:
1. Specify the goals of the machine.
2. List the different machines in the set of feasible machines.
3. Search for the 'best' machine.
The goal of the machine will usually be to obtain an equilibrium state
state belonging to a set of satisfactory states.

or a

The number of feasible machines may be large and the set limited only by some
general restrictions frequently represented by zeros in the transformation
matrix. The zero elements can only be identified based on general knowledge
about the machine.
The search for, which is equivalent to a detailed specification, of a machine
can be done in two different ways. The first approach is to specify each of
the non-zero coefficients of the transformation matrix, as far as an expert in
the considered type of machines can do. Then try out the machine in a known
situation and compare its performance along a known path, and adjust the
coefficients and try again.
The second approach can only be applied when satisfacory data about the
individual operands are available for empirical paths. Then statistical
estimation techniques could be applied in the specification of the coefficient
values.
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3. ASHBY MACHINE PROGRAM
3.1 Introduction

The ASHBY Machine Program is a computer program for specifying and simulating
cybernetic machines. It runs under the MS-DOS operating system and requires
less than 50k bytes of memory. A UNIX version is under preparation.
The program is designed to work with a packed, dynamic representation of state
vectors and transformation matrices to maximize the capacity of the computer.
It is therefore possible to specify and simulate quite large machines limited
only by the memory capacity of the computer. The available capacity can be
obtained during execution of the program by a separate option.
The program is made as user-friendly as possible by use of menus and prompts,
and should be possible to use without any detailed descriptions. Still the
rest of this section gives a detailed survey of the situations execution of
the program may generate. The program has also been designed to minimize
possibilities for the user to make operational mistakes.
If a fatal
operational mistake is made, the machine is hopefully stored, and the program
can be restarted without any problem.
Some of the features of the system are determined by default values. By means
of a special module accessible just after the program has been started, the
user may inspect and change some of these values.
The program is stored as an executable program on the attached disk, and can
be copied to other floppies or harddisks. The program is activated by the call
ASHBY from MS-DOS.
The computer will react by displaying the introductory screen.
enough to continue from this and other screens.

A key touch is

3.2 Parameter module
The system has a number of parameters whose values slightly restrict its
generality such
as the length of the names which can be maximum 15
characters, etc. However, two parameters, decimal places and page length, can
be changed by the user. Following the opening screen, the system will ask:
j

Do you wish to see the default parameters (y/n):

If you answer

|

'y' or 'Y', you will see:
DEFAULT PARAMETER VALUES

i

1. Decimal places in output: 3.
2. Printer page length: 72 lines.

3. No change wanted.

i
;

Type the number of the alternative selected:

I
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Option 1 alters specification of the number of decimal places to be used for
all output.
This change does not, however, have any effect on the
computations.

I

Type the number of decimal places wanted:

The default printer page length is 72 lines which corresponds to the size
the standard A4 page. If another size of paper is used, the printing may
adjusted by changing the page length in answer to the system request:

of
be

Type the number of page lines wanted:

If the user decides to keep the default values, typing 'n' in response to the
screen displaying the default values will bring you back to the systems main
path.

3.3 Specification module

Following
machine:

is

a

screen

with the information about the

S P E C I F I C A T I O N

OF

A

specification

of

a

M A C H I N E

Before you can simulate a machine, it has to be specified
by typing its description on
the computer keyboard.
A specified machine can be named and stored for future
use. The transaction matrix is the core of the machine.
A machine can be changed by changing or adding component
names. The elements of transition matrices can also be
modified. A machine can be integrated with another.
Press

any

key

to

continue

Following these introductory comments, the user will then be
Menu 1 which gives the specification Options. These are:

introduced

to
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|
i

|
I
I

MENU 1

Do you want to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9.

Specify a new machine.
Retrieve a previously stored machine.
Integrate a stored machine with the present machine.
Display the machine.
Modify the machine.
Run the machine.
Check and clean the memory.
Finish the session.

!
Type the number of the selected alternative:

The number of the selected option is typed followed by the ENTER key.
these options are described in the following paragraphs.

Each of

3.3.1 Specify a new machine
This option must always be selected when a new application is
user will initially be asked to specify:

started. The

What is the number of operands in the machine:
The answer is typed as an integer followed by ENTER. If a decimal number, a
character or a string is typed, the system informs the user that an integer
should be typed, and repeats the request.
The user is then requested to
Type the name of operand 1 :
An acceptable name must start with an alphabetic symbol (a..z, A..Z) and may
be up to 15 characters. As soon as a name has been typed and entered by ENTER,
the name of the next operand is requested until all operands have been named.
The next request will then be for the transformation of the machine.
requested by:

This is

What is the number of transitions from <name of operand>:
A transition is specified by three elements, the operand, the transform and
the transition coefficient.A transition must always be from a named operand to
a named transform. A transform is an operand which is influenced by the
operand in the next step, while a transition coefficient is a decimal number
expressing the strength of the influence. The name of the transform is
requested next:
10
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Type the name of transform 1:
The program only accepts closed transformations and the name of each transform
must therefor already be within the list of operands. If the transform name is
not recognized, the system will repeat the request. The third element needed
will be the transition coefficient:
Type the transition coefficient from <name> to <name>:
A real number will be needed, and any non-numeric response will be
and the request repeated.

rejected

The requests will be repeated for each operand until the list of operands is
exhausted.
Frequently, the efforts of typing the specification of a machine can be
considerable and the machine may be used in several different connections. The
system will therefore offer the user the possibility to save the machine
specification for future use. The request is:
Do you wish to store the machine for future use (y/n):
Either 'y','Y','n' or 'N', is an acceptable answer. Any other response, will
result in a repetition of the request
reauest.
If the answer to the offer of storing the machine is positive, the system will
need a name to assign to the machine. To avoid any conflict the system will
ask:
|

Do you wish to see the list of stored machines (y/n):

You may wish to see the list, but since the list may
directories, the direectory path must be specified:
|

reside

Type the path to the directory (ENTER if default): ,

in

different

|

If the directory is the default directory only ENTER is needed. The result
will be a list of the machines already stored. A new name for the current
machine can be determined.
To store the current machine:
Type the name

3.3.2 Retrieve

of the machine:

a previously stored machine
11
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If the second option of MENU 1, retrieval of an existing machine, is chosen,
the user may not remember the name of the stored machine specification, and is
asked:

Do you want to see the list of stored machines (y/n):
Answers not belonging to the set 'y','n1,'Y' and 'N' will be rejected. If a
positive answer is given, the user will be requested to inform the system
about the directory of the specifications:

|

Type the path for the directory (ENTER if default):

|

The path consists of the drive designation (f.ex. c:), the directory if the
disk contains two or more (f.ex. c:\machine), or subdirectory if necessary
(f.ex. c:\machine\cyber). The result will be a list of the names of the
machine specifications stored in that directory. Even though each machine
specification will be stored as three different files with a common name, only
the name of the specification will be needed and listed.
When the user knows the name of the specification with which he/she wants
work, the system will ask for the name:

to

Type the name of the machine:

The
1.

system will now load the specification of the machine and return to

Menu

3.3.3 Integrate the machine with a stored machine
Frequently several cybernetic machines are designed as components of a system
of machines. ASHBY supports this through integration of machines which are
specified and stored.
One of the specified machines is retrieved as described above. Then option 3,
Integrate the machine with a stored machine, of Menu 1 is chosen. The first
question from the system is:

|

Have the machines any overlapping names (y/n):

If the answer is 'yes' ('y' or Y 1 ), the system will inform the user that
machines with overlapping operand names cannot be integrated, and then return
to Menu 1. An alternative answer ('n' or 'N') will result in an offer to
display the list of stored machines, and after a second machine has been
named, the two machines are integrated.
The integrated machine may be stored and/or integrated to a third machines and
so on until all component machines are integrated.
It should be noted that at this point the integrated machine represents
nothing more than a set of parallel, but not interacting machines. We will

12
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return to the implementation of channels between the components
section on modification of machines.

under

the

3.3.4 Display the machine
After a machine has been specified, retrieved or integrated, the user may want
to inspect the machine and option 4 of Menu 1 offers the opportunity to
display the machine. After the machine specifications have been displayed on
one or several screens, the system offers:
Do you want a printed copy of the machine specification (y/n):

|

If a printer is attached to the computer a positive answer ('y1 or 'Y') will
result in a printed specification table.
3.3.5 Modify the machine
After inspecting the displayed specification, the user may want to modify the
specifications, either by changing/deleting names and/or transition values, or
adding new operands and transition coefficients. Option 5 of Menu 1, Modify
the machine, produces Menu 2:

MENU 2

|

Do you want to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
8.
9.

Change the name of an operand.
Add a new operand.
Change the value of a transition coefficient.
Add a new transition coefficient.
Display the modified machine
Store the modified machine.
Return to the previous menu.
Finish the session.

Type the number of the selected alternative:

If a name has been incorrectly spelled or the same name has been used for a
different operand in another machine which should be integrated with the one
currently worked on, option 1 should be selected and produces the request:
|

Type the old name of the operand you wish to change:

Only a name on the name list of the machine will be accepted.
acceptable name has been typed, the second request will be:

|
After

an
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Type the new name of the operand:

Only names starting with an alphabetic character will be accepted.
will confirm that the name has been changed and:
j

The system

Do you want to change more names (y/n):

|

When all changes in operand names have been carried out, i.e. when the answer
to the above question is negative ('n' or 'N'), the system returns to Menu 2.
In some situations a new operand is needed. Option 2 of Menu 2 produces a
request for the operand name, and subsequently asks if more new operands are
wanted. When no more additions are wanted, the system will return to Menu 2.
Options 3 and 4 refer to change and addition of transition coefficients. Since
an addition of a transition coefficient always requires the existence of the
operand and the transform, it is a change of a zero coefficient to a non-zero
coefficient. The two options are in fact identical and activate the same
subroutines.
A typical situation for selecting Option 4 is when two machines, A and B, have
been integrated and transition coefficients are needed from A to B. To the
first request from the system:
|

Type the name of the operand:

the answer will be the name of the originating operand of machine A.
question will be:
|

j
The next

Type the name of the transform:

to which the answer will be the name of an operand of the receiving machine B.
Both answers are checked for validity.
The transition coefficient is given as a value to the question:
|

Type the value of the transition coefficient:

The system permits the user to repeat the sequence of inputs as many times
needed before returning to Menu 2.

j

as

Options 5 and 6 displays and stores the modified machine, respectively, while
Option 8 of Menu 2 returns control to Menu 1.
3.3.6 Run the machine
So far the options described concern the specification of a machine. Option 6
of Menu 1 will transfer control to the computational module of the system This
module is described in section 3.4.
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3.3.7 Check and clear the memory
The program is based on dynamic storage allocation to obtain as much memory
capacity as possible. However, to avoid that required specifications or
computational results are involuntary deleted, the deletion function is kept
under seperate control. By selecting option 7 from Menu 1, the memory
available is always displayed, followed by the question:

Do you want to clear memory (y/n):

A positive answer will clear memory and make maximum capacity available. When
f.ex. several machines have been integrated, the integrated machine should be
stored and the memory cleared before further computations are activated.
Similarly, after extensive computations, it is advisable to clear the memory.

3.3.9 Finish the session.
As a last option at each menu, option 9 is to finish the session and quit. To
avoid lost work, machine specifications not already stored should be stored
for possible future use.

3.4 Computation module
The second module assumes the existence of a machine in the memory. The module
is introduced by a screen with some general explanatory information

R U N N I N G

T H E

M A C H I N E

The system is now ready to execute experiments with the
specified machine when the experimental parameters have
been determined. These include the number of steps to be
the initial state of the machine, the number of steps
carried out, etc. Prior to each step, the last state
vector can be modified. Each computed path can be stored
and recalled in diagrams. It is also possible to make
jumps, and to compute entropies and equilibrium states.
Press

As soon as this is read and any key
computational options appears:
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MENU 3
Do you want to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Compute the machine state for each step.
Compute the machine state for each jump.
Compute the machine entropies.
Compute the machine equilibrium.
Compute the machine equilibrium entropy.
Store the computed path for future use.

7. Draw path graphs.
8. Return to MENU 1.
9. Finish the session.
Type the number of the selected alternative:

When the required computations are completed, the menu gives the option of
returning to the specification menu or quitting the session. If continuing by
returning to Menu 1, it should be remembered that the available memory should
be checked when back in the specification module before any further work is
carried out.

3.4.1 Compute the machine state for each step
This option causes computation of a sequence of states step by step. The first
question will be:

I

Do you wish a printer copy of the state for each step (y/n):

Before responding positively to this question, you should assure yourself that
a printer is attached to the computer.
At this point the system will inquire about the non-negativity of the
values:

|

operand

Are negative state values permitted (y/n):

j

A 'n' answer will force the machine to convert all computed negative values to
0 before the states are displayed or used as the basis for computing the next
step.
The next condition for the computation is the existence of an initial state
vector and the system will request an answer to:

|

Do you wish to use a stored the initial vector (y/n):

If the answer is yes, the system will search for a stored initial state vector
with the same identification as the machine. The current machine must have
been retrieved as a previously stored machine and its initial state vector
previously specified and stored. Only one initial state vector can be stored

16
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with each machine, but the one stored can later be substituted with another if
needed. The system will offer to display the initial state vector.
If no initial vector is stored or if the one stored is not wanted,
response to the above question should be no. The system will continue by:

the

Type the initial value for <name>:

The question
followed by:

will be repeated for each operand in the machine, and

Do you wish to store the initial state vector

finally

(y/n):

|

This allows storage of the initial vector for future use or replacement a
previously stored vector. After specification of a new initial state vector
the system will offer to display the vector for the user.
After this preparatory work the system will ask:

i

How many steps do you wish to run the machine:

A validity test will be performed on the answer and the state after the first
step will be displayed and if specified also printed. The display also gives
the initial state as a benchmark reference.
When ready to continue, any key can be pressed and the question:
:

Do you wish to make changes in the current state vector (y/n) : . !

This option allows the user the option to simulate the effect of external
factors on the state before the next state is computed and is the way the
machine can receive input. Usually the input is represented by an input
parameter which can be given an integer value. In an Ashby machine, the input
parameter is a vector, corresponding to the state vector, which can represent
a large number of different input values.
The display,
requested.

printing and question are repeated for each step in the sequence

3.5.2 Compute machine states by jumps
This
option
modifications.
asks:

is comparable to the previous one with
the
Following the question about the printing option,

following
the system

How long jumps do you wish the machine to make:

The

size

of

the jump isthe number of steps
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states.
steps.

This

option

also asks about the number of jumps wanted

instead

of

3.4.3 Compute machine entropies
The entropy associated with each operand can be computed. As indicated in
Chapter 2, the entropy can be interpreted as a measure of the uncertainty
associated with the transition from the operand.
When this option is selected, the system will compute the entropies for all
operands, and display the computed values on the screen. The user will also
have the option:
Do you want a printed copy of the entropies (y/n):

:

to get a printer copy of the entropies.

3.4.4

Compute machine equilibrium

The equilibrium search starts by deciding if another margin between
state values than the default margin is wanted:

successive

Do you wish state comparison margins different from 1 (y/n):

The meaning of the default margin is that if no values in two successive state
vectors is greater than or equal to 1, the states are considered equal, and
the machine is in an equilibrium state.

Type the new margin:

The question about non-negativity is then asked:

|

Are negative state values permitted (y/n):

]

and answered in accordance with the current machine. The system continues by
inquiring about the initial state, if it is stored or not, and if not if the
typed initial state should be stored with the machine.
The system then displays either a table giving the initial
equilibrium state including how many steps were needed
equilibrium state.

state and
to reach

the
the

The equilibrium state usually depends on the initial state of the machine.
However, if the machine has no equilibrium which is possible to compute, or if
the computation is time consuming, the system has a breakpoint for every 100
steps machine computes. At this point it displays the message:

L8
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The number of computed steps run is now 100.
Do you wish to run more steps (y/n):
If the breakpoint is reached the system will inform you that no equilibrium
has been found, and will ask if it should continue. Since the system always
keeps track of the computations, it is not recommended to let the machine run
for to many steps. The result may be that the system will run out of memory
space.
3.4.5 Compute machine equilibrium entropy
When both the partial entropies and the machine equilibrium have been computed
and stored the system will in option 5, compute the total machine equilibrium
for the given initial state vector.
3.4.6 Store the computed path for future use
When the path, the sequence of states, of a machine has been computed
option 1, step-wise computation, the path can be saved for future use
choosing option 6 of Menu 3. The system will request:
|

Type the number by which you wish to identify the path:

by
by

j

Be careful not to use a path number already used since the previous path will
then be overwritten and lost.

3.4.7 Draw the path graphs
You can choose option 7 of Menu 3 to draw simple graphs of
operands of a previously stored path. The system will ask:

the

individual

Type the path number you wish operand plots from:

As soon as you have typed a valid path number, the system responds with:

Type the name of the operand path you wish plotted:

When a correct operand name is given, the system will display a simple graph
on the screen with the initial state and up to 29 steps along the horizontal
axis. Value is indicated by a "+" for each step standardized along a 15 point
scale between the maximum and minimum values along the vertical axis.

The screen format will be:
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MACHINE: <name>

PATH: <no.>

OPERAND: <name>

PAGE: <page no.>

Max. value: <maximum value of the operand in path>
Min. value: oninimum value of the operand in path>
Max.->
13 ->
12 ->

2
1

->
->

Press any key to continue

If the number of steps in the path is >29,several screens will be
each identified with the relevant page number.

displayed

Following each display the system will ask:
Do you wish a printer copy of the plot (y/n):_
and, if a printer is attached, a copy of each display will be available.

3.4.8 Return to specification module

Just as it is possible to jump from the specification module to the
computation module by option 6. in Menu 1, option 8. in Menu 3 permits the
user to return to the specification module.

3.5 Finish the session

All the menus have an option 9, Quit. This option will finish the current
session. Before selecting this option, be sure that the current machine
specification and associated initial vectors are stored in case of future use.
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